Far-infrared spectroscopy on free-standing protein films under defined temperature and hydration control.
The functionality of proteins is governed by their dynamics. We have performed a systematic investigation on four different proteins in the far-infrared spectral region under control of the two external parameters that have the strongest influence on the dynamics, namely temperature and hydration. The absorption measurements covering the frequency range from 40 cm(-1) to 690 cm(-1) (1-20 THz) close the gap between the well-studied mid-infrared and the recent THz investigations. By preparing the proteins as free-standing films, we achieve unprecedented reproducibility. Besides a featureless slope in the THz range, we can identify absorption peaks characteristic for each protein and others common to several proteins. We fit the spectra to extract the peak positions and suggest assignments for them. The far-infrared absorption spectra of all proteins are basically independent on hydration. By a detailed analysis of the sorption isotherms this can be explained by the low absorption of biological water, which resembles more the behavior of ice than that of liquid water.